young woman who was not a trained nurse. Our readers will remember what followed ;?how, after sending her up for two examinations at which shefailed, and helping her with money as well as advice, she at length passed her examination, and, having passed it, turned round on her instructor, gave herself airs, became impertinent, quarrelled with her teacher's qualified assistant, and set up in opposition to her teacher. We cannot imagine that she will obtain many pupils, because,. apart from the fact that, as one of her instructor's pupils wrote last week, he is recognised as a most excellent coach, such unprofessional conduct generally brings its own punishment. But This accounts for the fact that these manses, especially if they were in the country, were substantial, spacious country houses, the glebe lands attached to the livings affording room and material for pleasant garden grounds, masking the farm offices in the background until there was little to distinguish the minister's house from that of his kinsman, the lord of the manor. Times were changing, the ministers were less and less frequently drawn from the country-gentry class, whose sons had lived to see that neither wealth nor rank was to be won in the sacred profession, that unless they went into it from the higher motives which set at naught worldly ambition, it was idle to think that they could secure the power dear to men's hearts, the social influence and political importance which had been possessed by the fathers of the Church. The manses, comfortable and agreeable residences as they presented themselves, began to be somewhat of a burden and a strain on the less refined habits and more straitened means of their occupants."
The particular parish in Scotland in which the manse was situated is described as being on the border-land, where the Highlands and Lowlands meet; in the foreground were green pastures and yellow cornfields, leafy plantings giving welcome relief; to the eye, and the blue mountain ranges distance and dignity to the otherwise homely scene. No Marjorie is the elder daughter of the Manse, who gives the title to the book. She is still at the village school, when she first appears on the scene. " Marjorie of the Manse was dressed with great plainness, and in materials not one whit better than those worn by the small farmers'?even cotters' daughters. She was well grown, with a certain squareness and sturdiness of carriage and gait, which might become stateliness in later years. Her chestnut hair was in plaited loops tied up with brown ribbons so as to serve the double purpose of keeping it out of the way and preserving it in order. Her clear bright eyes were chestnut too, rather chestnut than hazel." She was growing up under the wing of her mother, who was acknowledged to be the high-minded queen of the parish and an example to all other wives and mothers within the bounds, to take the lead, lay down the law, and be as much of an authority in her own line as Dr. Menzies was in his. " Marjorie reflected such a nature. She was full of duties and obligations, not only to her father and mother and to the overflowing brood at the Manse, but to every solitary old man or woman, or waif of a child in Bowanden. Inevitably her cares lent her an amount of sedateness for her years, but it was a sedateness shot through with youthful buoyancy." With the family vicissitudes of the Menzies readers who follow them in "A Daughter-of the Manse," especially if they have been born north of the Tweed, and know and are in sympathy with Scottish family life as related here, will find much that will interest them. There are difficulties besides religious ones to be met in the Menzies* family history, and the tracking of these to a final and not unhappy denouement lends a different and rather exciting undertone to a story which might otherwise be monotonous. Commodore Menzies, the retired naval officer, brother of the minister, is a quaint character, and with his shy, reserved, yet withal on occasions brief and stern manner, gives a welcome relief to customs and characters parochial. 
